
Cube
Creating a modern presence with 
this classic one, two and three 
seater option. The Cube offers 
an elegant retro image. Chrome 
surrounds, visible from every angle, 
show the strength and quality of this 
popular range.
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Cube
This ageless design features soft 
full leather and chrome detailing to 
create a look that is as stylish as it is 
practical.
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 Classico   3-7 DAY DELIVERY  BLV

 510-1* Single seat reception chair with chrome legs £626  

 510-2 Twin seat reception chair with chrome legs £1063  

 510-3 Triple seat reception chair with chrome legs £1373  

 Nero   3-7 DAY DELIVERY  BLV

 310-1* Single seat reception chair with chrome base trim £561  

 310-2 Twin seat reception chair with chrome base trim £873  

 Vito   3-7 DAY DELIVERY  BLV

 910-1* Single seat square back with chrome frame £588  

 910-2 Twin seat square back with chrome frame £1000  

 Vibe   3-7 DAY DELIVERY  BLV

 410-1* Single seat square back with chrome sled frame £663  

 410-2 Twin seat square back with chrome sled frame £1063  

 Flexi   3-7 DAY DELIVERY  BLV

 810-S* Single seat - no back and chrome legs £411  

 810-1* Single seat with back and chrome legs £511  

 810-LA* Single seat with back, left arm and chrome legs £561  

 810-RA* Single seat with back, right arm and chrome legs £561  

 Arc   3-7 DAY DELIVERY  BLV

 333-1* Single seat curved back reception chair with chrome feet and surround £536  

     

 Cube   3-7 DAY DELIVERY  BLV  WLV

 610-1* Single seater, square back reception chair with chrome surround £626  £751

 610-2 Twin seater, square back reception chair with chrome surround £1063  £1188

 610-3 Triple seater, square back reception chair with chrome surround £1373  £1498

 Classic   3-7 DAY DELIVERY  BLV WLV

 710-1* Single seat reception chair with chrome legs £711  £786

 710-2 Two seater reception chair with chrome legs £1248  £1373

 710-FS Square foot stool with chrome legs £361  £386

 Club   3-7 DAY DELIVERY  BLV

 111-1* Single seat round back reception chair with timber feet £561  

     

 Wing   3-7 DAY DELIVERY  BLV

 222-1* Single seat curved arm reception chair with metal feet £536  

     

* These prices are based on multiple orders of TWO chairs. For non-multiples of two please add £63
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